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The MECON project 

Effective energy efficiency policy implementation targeting ‘New Modern Energy 

CONsumers’ in the Greater Mekong Subregion 

 The MECON project investigates how to increase energy efficiency (EE) amongst 

"New Modern Energy CONsumers (MECON)", defined as those who have access to grid 

electricity but who live on low incomes, in the Greater Mekong Subregion (also known as 

GMS: Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam). The research will contribute to 

knowledge on the design and implementation of EE policy by looking at the opportunities 

and barriers from technological, socio-economic and institutional perspectives. In doing so, 

MECON will contribute to higher income levels for new modern energy consumers, since 

reduced household expenditures on energy through enhanced EE will enable these consumers 

to focus on other needs. 

 The MECON project is a two-year project which uses a holistic approach looking at 

local technological, socio-economical and institutional conditions in the GMS. It is 

comprised of an integrated and multidisciplinary set of seven tasks, taking place in three 

phases. 

Project objectives 

 Facilitate the reduction of household expenditure on energy through increased uptake 

of energy efficiency measures, enabling new modern energy consumers in the GMS to 

increase expenditure on other needs. 

 Establish an evidence base on energy efficiency; this will include energy efficiency 

technologies, measures and policies, and energy use by new modern energy 

consumers in the GMS. 

 Identify the opportunities and barriers to the adoption of energy efficiency 

technologies amongst new modern energy consumers in the GMS, using a holistic, 

multi-disciplinary approach. 

 Make robust, evidence-based recommendations for the design and implementation of 

energy efficiency in the GMS, specifically for new modern energy consumers. 

 Enhance research capacity in the GMS, to include research methodologies, methods 

and tools relevant for research on energy and climate change, and to disseminate the 

project findings to a wide range of stakeholders in the GMS and UK. 

 This project is funded from a grant provided by the UK Research Councils’ Energy 

Programme, the Department for International Development (DFID), and the Department for 

Energy and Climate Change (DECC), and managed by the Engineering and Physical 

Sciences Research Council (EPSRC). 
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Abstract 

 In 2009, the World Bank reported that about 14% of Cambodian rural population is 

electrified while more than 95% of urban areas are supplied with electricity. Although this 

developing country has enjoyed a constant economic growth over the past five years, about 

21% of its population was reported to live under the national poverty line. Furthermore, about 

53% of the population is estimated to earn from 2 to 5 USD per day. The growth rate of this 

group is approximately 1.78% resulting in the number of households to reach a predicted 

number of approximately 4.96 million in 2030. For the percentage of this group of population 

is high, it infers that they will be able to play important role in the country’s future economic 

growth and greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, the study looks specifically at this group of 

people in Cambodia in terms of energy consumption and efficiency.  

 We conducted a survey to obtain primary data. The questionnaire was comprised of 

three main sections: information about the respondents and their households, household 

energy uses, and awareness of energy efficiency amongst MECON households. In order to 

best represent the Cambodian MECON households, a non-probability sampling approach was 

used. The survey was done face-to-face with a total of 503 households from both urban and 

rural areas from January to May 2014. The data from the survey was statistically analysed 

using Excel for its simplicity in terms of descriptive statistical analysis process.  

 The results show that about 60% of the MECON households use the national grid 

while about 33%, especially in rural areas, get access to community grid that is mostly the 

extension from the national grid yet subcontracted by private groups to provide electricity. 

The analysis shows that, although the studied group has access to electricity, other types of 

energy sources are still important for their livelihoods. For example, about 36% of MECON 

households use charcoal, 63% use biomass, about 9% have a battery reserved at home, and 

approximately 65% have LPG stove. Among those who use a biomass cookstove, only 34% 

of them have improved (i.e. more efficient) stoves while the rest still use the traditional, less 

efficient cookers. Furthermore, about 37% use incandescent light bulbs, approximately 83% 

have fluorescent lamps and almost 49% have compact florescent lamps, while LED lamps are 

only popular for 7% of the MECON households. These inefficient appliances are still popular 

among the studied households for many reasons one of which is that they are not able to 

afford to buy more efficient products due to its high price and possibly because knowledge 

about energy efficiency is limited amongst them. For example, of the households who have a 

TV, almost 90% still use old-brand CRT box TVs – many of which are second-hand. In 

addition, amongst those who have a refrigerator, second-hand ones are used by 86% of 

households. In terms of more efficient appliances, lighting and cooking appliances and so on, 

almost 82% of the studied households stated they would opt for a more efficient product if 

the price was reasonable. However, less than 8% of the respondents recognized some of the 

energy efficient labels shown by the interviewers and almost all of them did not understand 
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what the labels signified, even if they indicated that they were able to recognize what the 

labels meant.  

 Finally, the results show that MECON households are influenced by a number of 

factors when deciding to buy an appliance, including price, brand, size, how the appliance 

looks like, how easy to use an appliance is. Amongst the factors which influence decision 

making, the price of an appliance and the operational costs were the most influential. 

Traditional, less efficient appliances were shown to be popular amongst the majority of 

MECON households. It can be concluded that energy efficiency has not been widely 

promoted amongst the MECON households. This research shows that there is a lack of 

understanding about energy efficiency, which will require the development and 

implementation of effective energy efficiency policy. This will require attention from energy 

policy makers and the Cambodian government in order to develop and implement a strong 

policy that can contribute to energy security, greenhouse gas emission reduction, and 

economic development. 

Keywords: Energy efficiency, energy consumption, household survey, MECON. 
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1 Introduction 

 Despite continued economic growth over the past five years, Cambodia is described 

by the World Bank (2014) as a developing country with low income. Its population reached 

15.14 million in 2013, with about 21% reported to live under the national poverty line. In 

addition, Cambodia identifies itself as an agricultural country where almost 85% of its 

population is known to live in rural areas (Sarraf et al., 2013). Cambodia primarily relies on 

electricity generated locally using fossil fuels, although in 2011 about 45% of the total 

national electricity demand was imported from neighboring countries such as Vietnam, 

Thailand, and Laos (MIME, 2013). Aside from these main sources, local hydropower 

contributed to approximately 927 MW including the recent 366 MW produced by Stung 

Tatay and Stung Atay dams which became operational in August 2014 (OpenDevelopment, 

2015). Coal power plant contributed 50 MW in 2013 (The Cambodia Daily, 2015), and solar 

energy contributed approximately 2 MW (Toch, 2012). 

 In 2008, the National Census (NIS, 2008) showed that about 91% of Cambodian 

households were heavily dependent on biomass as their main cooking fuel: 84% firewood, 

7% charcoal, while LPG is used by 8% of the households as their main cooking fuel. This 

means that the majority of the Cambodian population, and especially rural households, are 

largely dependent on firewood. In 2013, the Electricity Authority of Cambodia (EAC) 

reported that annual electricity consumption in Cambodia increased steadily from about 528 

GWh in 2002 to approximately 3265 GWh in 2012. Households accounted for about 40% of 

this consumption. As electricity supply increases, the use of electricity for cooking will 

decrease household dependency on firewood. Electricity is, besides cooking, mainly used for 

other purposes such as lighting, cooling, ventilation, and entertaining by Cambodian 

households. 

 Energy efficiency improvements generally offers multiple benefits, such as reduced 

household energy expenditure and improved productivity, thus contributing to economic 

growth, enhancing energy security and facilitating cheaper and faster energy services. In 

addition, it can reduce energy consumption, leading to lower energy bills and resulting in 

lower fossil fuel imports. In other words, it can free up funds for other needs of the 

households (Sarkar and Singh, 2010). This attracts many scientists to investigate household 

energy consumption and the associated socio-economic and cultural dimensions (Hewen et 

al., 2014; Xiaoge et al., 2013; and Vinod et al., 2009). However, studies on energy related 

issues and promotion of energy efficiency and conservation in Cambodia is limited. This 

limits the ability for evidence-based energy policies in this country to be established in a way 

that effectively contributes to the economic growth from energy consumption and efficiency. 

 In the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS - Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand and 

Vietnam), ‘new Modern Energy CONsumers’ (the MECON), that is, people who have access 

to grid electricity but who live on low incomes (USD 2-5 per day), will be responsible for a 
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large share of expected increase in energy demand and thus make GHG emissions to 

increase. Many of the non-technical barriers to energy efficiency (EE) deployment will be 

more prevalent in these low-income, low-energy consuming households. This motivated us to 

conduct a separate socio-economic household survey in Cambodia where the result is to be 

used as a partial robust evidence-base upon which future policies to promote EE amongst the 

MECON in the GMS can be developed and implemented. The following sections describe 

how the survey was conducted, present the results of the survey, and provide a discussion and 

conclusions. 

1.1 Energy efficiency in Cambodia 

 The way energy technology is used, as well as how efficiently it is used, will affect 

not only the environment but also energy security and economic development. In Cambodia 

in particular, energy efficiency is not usually promoted amongst end-energy consumers. This 

has resulted in low levels of energy efficiency awareness amongst consumers and other 

stakeholders. As mentioned earlier, it is reported that about 85% of Cambodians live in rural 

areas; however, electricity is only commonly available in urban areas and in some provinces 

along the country’s border. The total energy sold in 2012 was about 3,265 GWh and the 

number of households connected to the grid was 992,597 (EAC, 2013). The means the annual 

growth rate of the total power supply was 16.589% during 2011-2012. Different types of 

generation mainly include wood and biomass, coal power, hydropower, diesel, and imports 

from neighbouring countries. Among the total energy available, only about 40% is 

domestically generated. The main domestic producer of electricity is Electricité du 

Cambodge (EDC) or Electricity of Cambodia. 

 In Cambodia, the electricity supply is not yet sufficient to meet the demands of the 

city, let alone rural areas. Regarding energy consumption and efficiency, a program known as 

“Program on Energy Saving Consumption” was launched in 2008 to reduce the national 

expenditure, specifically on electricity. Through this program, guidance was developed and 

disseminated via radio, TV and newspapers to electricity consumers. The guidance consists 

of the followings: 

 Air conditioning units should be turned on at 25 degrees Celsius;  

 Air conditioning units should be turned off 30 minutes prior to leaving the office;  

 Fans can be turned on in rooms equipped with air conditioning only in case of 

necessity to avoid the loss of cool air;  

 Do not plug in computers, printers or copy machines if they are not being used;  

 Wherever possible use sunlight from the window for lighting, avoid closing curtains 

and using electricity instead of sunlight;  

 Use more efficient lighting, which will reduce electricity consumption whilst 

providing the same quality of light; 

 All public lighting, except on national holidays, wherever two light lamp posts are 

available only one lamp at each post should be on; 

 All public lighting should be turned on and off at set times to avoid lighting when it is 

not dark – for example, in the morning where there is sunlight, but public lighting has 

not yet been turned off; and, 

 Do not turn on electricity if not necessary. 
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 The price of electricity in Cambodia ranges from 0.18 USD to 0.75 USD per kWh. 

The national grid is mainly controlled under the regulation of the Royal Government of 

Cambodia. Until recently, this was managed by the Ministry of Industry, Mines and Energy 

(MIME) and the Electricity Authority of Cambodia (EAC). However following the 2013 

national elections, MIME was split into the Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME), and the 

Ministry of Industry and Handicrafts (MIH). MME is currently responsible for energy-related 

activities, including establishing energy policy. The previous energy policy was established 

in October 1994 by the Royal Government of Cambodia, and was not updated until 2013. The 

new energy policy was developed in May 2013 and is entitled “National energy policy, 

strategy and action plan on energy efficiency in Cambodia”. The overall goals of this policy 

are: firstly, to reduce the future national energy demand by 20% by 2035, compared to 

business as usual projections; and secondly, to reduce national     emissions in 2035 by 3 

million tons of    . However, this policy has not yet been implemented. 

1.2 Objectives of the household survey 

 The aims of this survey were to establish an evidence base on household energy use in 

Cambodia, and to identify the opportunities and barriers to the adoption of EE technologies, 

measures and policies amongst new modern energy consumers in this country.  This research 

was driven by the following specific objectives: 

1. To collect information about the household characteristics of the survey population 

i.e. the new modern energy consumers; 

2. To determine how new modern energy consumers currently use energy; 

3. To understand household energy aspirations;  

4. To identify the opportunities and barriers for energy efficiency amongst new modern 

energy consumers; and, 

5. To analyse the commonalities and differences between rural and urban new modern 

energy consumers. 

 The rest of this report is structured as follows. The next section (Section 2) presents 

materials and methods used to conduct the study, while Section 3 shows the results of the 

study. It consists mainly of three sub-sections: background information of the households, 

household energy consumption, and energy efficiency. Section 4 gives a concise analysis and 

brief discussion before conclusions are drawn in the last section. 
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2 Materials and methods 

 The primary data was obtained from socio-economic questionnaires carried out with 

households in both rural and urban areas in Cambodia.  A total of 503 questionnaires were 

carried out face-to-face in the capital city and six provinces in Cambodia between January 

and May 2014. 

2.1 Survey sites 

 The study was carried out with electrified low-income households in Phnom Penh, the 

capital city, as well as in six other provinces - Takeo, Kandal, Prey Veng, Svay Rieng, 

Battambang, and Siem Reap (Fig. 2.1). Which MECON households were selected for the 

study was based mainly on three logistical considerations. Firstly, that households were easily 

accessed through road infrastructure that was in good condition. Secondly, that they lived in 

provinces close to the border that are believed to have access to electricity, typically imported 

from neighbouring countries.  Finally, households in the capital city who were living on low-

incomes. Table 2.1 indicates number of surveyed households from different studied sites. 

 

Figure 2.1: Provinces and city where the survey was conducted. 
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 Amongst the studied households, approximately 36% of them are from rural areas 

while the rests are urban households. It should be noted that MECON households are defined 

as those who are low-income (2-5 USD per person/day) and who have access to electricity. 

For the reason that only a small percentage of Cambodian households who live near the 

border and in the capital city are usually electrified, our focus was on the capital city and the 

provinces along Vietnam-Cambodia and Thai-Cambodia borders. This is due to the fact that 

Cambodia has recently imported electricity from Thailand and Vietnam to supply residents 

along the borders. 

 Due to the novelty of the research, the complexity of the research topic and resource 

constraints, a non-probability sampling strategy was adopted. The households who live in the 

six provinces as well as in the capital city were randomly selected once the provinces had 

been identified. 

 All surveys were carried out face-to-face in order to encourage a higher response rate 

and higher quality responses. The characteristics of MECON households that were studied 

are briefly shown in Table 3.2. 

2.2 Design of the socio-economic questionnaire 

 The design of the questionnaire was an iterative process.  The research aims and 

objectives were initially translated into a rough questionnaire draft, which was then discussed 

amongst the project partners and subsequently revised.  The questionnaire was then trialled 

with around 20 households in Phnom Penh and Kandal province, and further revisions were 

made.  The final version of the questionnaire was translated into Khmer language before the 

face-to-face interview with all the 503 households is conducted. Appendix A shows the 

Khmer version of the questionnaire used for the survey. 

2.3 Outline of the socio-economic questionnaire 

 The questionnaire both English version and its translation (Khmer version) was 

comprised of three sections, and a total of 100 questions: 

Table 2. 1: Number of surveyed households from different studied sites 

Surveyed provinces Number of studied households Rural/Urban 

Phnom Penh 209 0/209 

Kandal 113 100/13 

Takeo 40 23/17 

Prey Veng 19 19/0 

Svay Rieng 28 20/8 

Siem Reab 60 0/60 

Battambang 34 20/14 
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 Section A: This section aimed to elicit information about the respondent and their 

household, including gender, age, education, income, household size and who in the 

household made decisions about energy. 

 Section B: It investigated current household energy use, including electricity and 

other fuels that households use for different energy services, as well as energy 

aspirations. 

 Section C: This was final section that focused on energy efficiency, investigating, for 

instance, the importance of different types of information in making decisions about 

whether to buy or rent an appliance, and their knowledge of energy efficiency. 

 The survey included mainly closed questions and some open-ended questions; the 

final question was also open-ended to provide respondents with the opportunity to raise any 

energy-related issues that had not been raised. The full questionnaire (Khmer version) is 

shown in Appendix A. 

 All survey data were inputted into an Excel file using the online survey tool known as 

Survey Monkey.  The survey data were then downloaded from the Survey Monkey website, 

checked if anything is wrong, and analysed using Microsoft Office Excel. The next section 

presents results of the MECON household survey in Cambodia. 
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3 Results of the study 

 The questionnaire survey data was downloaded into an Excel-file through the online 

website Survey Monkey, where the raw data was entered, due to its simplicity and easy-to-

use Web application. The sub-sections below show the background information of the 

households, energy consumption by the households, and energy efficiency. 

3.1 Section A: Household characteristics 

 This section shows Cambodian MECON household incomes, the occupation of the 

chief wage earner and their education level, household size and who in the household makes 

decisions about using electricity and other energy sources. 

 

 Table 3.1 indicates that 65% of the respondents are female while the rest are male. 

Amongst the representatives of the households who voluntarily participated in the survey, 

29% are those whose ages range from 18 to 29, 24% are from 30 to 39, 20% are from 40 to 

49, 16% are from 50 to 59, and 11% are older than 59 years old. About 60% of the MECON 

Table 3. 1: Characteristics of MECON households and related surveyed information 

Gender (of respondents) Female 

Male 

65% 

35% 

Age (of respondents) 18-29 

30-39 

40-49 

50-59 

>=60 

29% 

24% 

20% 

16% 

11% 

MECON household size <4 persons 

4-6 persons 

>=7 persons 

16 % 

60 % 

24 % 

Education level of households’ chief wage 

earners 

 

College/University 

Lower & higher secondary 

Primary/no formal education 

No answer  

13 % 

31 % 

53 % 

3 % 

Percentage of MECON households’ chief 

wage earners according to their occupation 

 

Farmers 

Government officials 

Self-employed 

Construction workers 

Retailer/street vendors 

Unemployed/retired 

No answer  

20 % 

12 % 

11 % 

5 % 

10 % 

24 % 

18 % 

Percentage of MECON households 

according to their incomes 

 

<60 USD 

61 – 120 USD 

120 – 180 USD 

181 – 240 USD 

241 – 300 USD 

300 USD 

No answer   

5 % 

15 % 

17 % 

15 % 

18 % 

25 % 

5 % 

Who in the MECON households makes 

decision on usage of electricity and other 

energy sources? 

Chief wage earners 

Jointly 

No answer  

75% 

20% 

5% 
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households are shown to have between 4 and 6 family members, 24% have more than 7 and 

the other 16% live in a small family (<4 persons). Among the chief wage earners of the 

households, about 13% of them have earned a university degree, while approximately 84% 

have acquired only high school education or lower. Their occupations range from 

government officials (12%), retailer or street vendors (10%), farmers (20%), construction 

workers (5%), self-employed (11%), to unemployed or retired (24%). Surprisingly, 

government officials fall in the group of low-income households in this country. In addition, 

university-degree holders are also among them, especially those who work as high school 

teachers. This is very different from about 60 years ago when being a teacher was the most 

popular job, because it was a well-paid and prestigious position. Regarding the decision to 

use electricity and other sources of energy, 75% of the households give the power to chief 

wage earners, while approximately 20% of the studied households have the decision made 

jointly by chief wage and other members in the households. 

3.2 Section B: Household energy consumption 

 This sub-section shows the result of the analysis on household energy consumption by 

the MECON, which includes: 

 Electricity (access, perceptions of availability) 

 What other fuels do households use 

 Cooking 

 Lighting 

 Appliances 

 Energy aspirations – what products do households want to own in the future? 

 Figure 3.1 illustrates that 67% of the electricity is from the national grid, while 27% is 

community-based connection i.e. it is sub-contracted with the Electricity of Cambodia (EDC) 

to supply electricity to the households. Interestingly, 5% is from stand-alone sources using 

their own generators/ solar facility. The 1% unauthorized access refers to those having access 

to their neighbors’ electricity systems but who have no official document to subscribe 

electricity from the EDC or community grid. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Pie chart showing different sources of electricity used by MECON households. 
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 Figure 3.2 shows that among the surveyed MECON households, aside from electricity 

access, about 69% use liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) while the rest do not. In addition to 

electricity and LPG, charcoal and biomass are also common amongst the MECON 

households. As shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, 39% of MECON households use charcoal and 

65% also use biomass, especially for cooking. 

 
Figure 3.2: Whether or not the MECON households use LPG. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.5: What appliances do you wish to own/ rent within the next five years? 

Households 

that use 

LPG 

(69%) 

Households 

that do not 

use LPG 

(31%) 

35% 

13% 

52% (electric water 

pump, solar water 

heater, microwave 

oven, computer, 

electric fan, air-

conditioning unit, rice 

cooker, electric heater, 

electric kettle, and … 

52% 

Refrigerator Washing Machine Others

Figure 3.3: Whether or not the MECON 

households use charcoal. 

Figure 3.4: Whether or not the MECON 

households use biomass sources (fuel 

wood, rice husk, others). 
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 During the study, the MECON household representatives who participated in the 

survey were asked what appliance they most aspired to own or rent within the next five years 

(Figure 3.5). The result shows that most of MECON households wish to have refrigerator 

(35%), while the second most popular appliance would be a washing machine (13%). A small 

percentage of the surveyed MECON households would like to have an electric water pump, 

solar water heater, microwave oven, computer, electric fan, air-conditioning unit, rice cooker, 

electric heater, electric kettle, and electric iron as their first aspiration. This made a total of 

52% of the households. 

3.3 Section C: Energy Efficiency 

 This sub-section focuses on the following research questions and some related results 

revealed by the analysis: 

 What appliances are currently used? Are they energy efficient products? 

 Why households buy/ rent new appliances? 

 Which factors are the most important influences on decision-making about electrical 

appliance used? 

 
Figure 3.6: Number of MECON households owning different types of cooking appliances. 

 Figure 3.6 shows the number of households using different categories of cooking 

appliances. It is seen that the most popular category of cooking appliances owned by 

MECON households is the LPG stove. The number of households found to use LPG stove 

was 343 of 503 households (68%). Rice cooker was the second most popular cooking 

appliance and was used by 280 households (56%), while an electric hot plate stove was found 

in only 31 residences (6%). The third most common type of cooking appliance was the 

traditional biomass stove, followed by improved biomass stove. Amongst all the surveyed 

households, 189 (38%) use traditional biomass stove while 182 (36%) have an improved 

biomass stove installed in their house. It should be noted that traditional biomass stove are 

less efficient than the improved biomass stove. Traditional biomass stoves are traditionally 
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used by rural households, although the survey showed that urban residences also used these 

appliances - although the number was lower than rural areas. Kerosene stoves were not 

widely used by MECON households in Cambodia, and it was found that only 2% use 

kerosene as a source of energy for cooking. 

 Figure 3.7 shows the use of different categories of cooking appliances by rural and 

urban MECON households. As shown, more urban households tend to use LPG stove and 

rice cooker, as well as electric hot plate stove. These figures show that among the total of 343 

households who use LPG stove, about 71% are from urban areas. Similarly, 70% of the 280 

households that owned a rice cooker were urban residences; 58% households of the 31 

households that use an electric stove were from urban areas. For biomass stoves, about 67% 

of those who used traditional biomass stoves were rural residences, while only 44% of users 

of improved biomass stove were from rural areas. 

 
Figure 3.7: Number of MECON households owning different types of cooking appliances: 

urban vs. rural 

 Cambodian people consider having TV as part of their modern life style. They are 

commonly seen to spend hours watching drama, comedy, concerts, and all kinds of TV 

programs, especially before bed. For this reason, MECON households were also asked what 

kind of TVs were available in their home. Figure 3.8 shows the results of the survey about the 

popularity of different TV types. It is found out that among 503 households, 438 of them used 

a box TV while 48 households had a flat-screen TV whether new or secondhand. It should be 

noted that flat screen TV the households were asked about include plasma, LCD, and LED 

technologies, which are more energy-efficient than the CRT or common box TVs. However, 

the price of this luxurious TV category is generally much higher than that of box TVs.  
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Figure 3.8: Popularity of different TV types. 

 
Figure 3.9: Popularity of different lighting appliances among MECON households.  

 Figure 3.9 shows the popularity of lighting products available to MECON households. 

In this figure, it is shown that incandescent lamps are used by 29% of households while 84% 

use a fluorescent lamp. In addition, about 55% of the households have compact fluoresecent 

lamp in their houses, while LED lamp is used by only 5% of the MECON households. 

 Electric appliances, such as those used for lighting, cooking, cooling, ventilation and 

entertainment, that are sold in Cambodian market are usually imported from Thailand, 

Malaysia, Singapore, China, Vietnam, Japan, and some European countries where different 

energy efficient labels (shown in Figure 3.10) are commonly used. To find out about 

household knowledge of energy efficient appliances available at the market, these labels were 

shown to respondents during the survey. They were first asked whether they had seen the 

labels. For those who answered that they had seen one or more of them, they were then asked 

if they knew what the labels were for. Only 32% of the surveyed households answered that 

they had seen or were aware of the energy efficiency labels; the rest had not seen any of the 

labels. Of those who answered that they had seen one or more of the labels, only 36% were 

aware of what the labels demonstrated. This means that 88% of MECON households did not 
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know what the labels were for, and had little knowledge about what the energy efficient 

labels were meant to tell them. 

       
Figure 3.10: Labels shown to MECON households to assess awareness and knowledge of 

energy efficiency. 

  
Figure 3.11: Knowledge on energy-efficient labels among MECON households’ 

representatives. 

 In the survey questionnaire, there were questions about the reason why an appliance 

was bought last time. Table 3.2 shows that 34% of the surveyed households had bought an 

appliance they had never had before, while 51% had bought an appliance because a 

replacement was required. In addition, about 23% of the studied MECON households 

100 57 
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DO NOT understand Understand

Table 3. 2: Reasons why an appliance is bought last time 

Reasons Percentage of households Number of households 

To have an appliance that I have never had before 34.2% 164 

To replace an old or damaged appliance 51.4% 246 

To upgrade the appliance 23.2% 111 

Appliance was on promotion or discount 5.6% 27 

Not applicable/ I don’t know 19% 91 
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answered that they wanted to upgrade the appliance, while another 6% said the main reason 

to buy an appliance last time was because there were on promotion or discount at the 

retailers. 

 Regarding the factors that influence the decision of the studied MECON households 

on buying an electric appliance, Table 3.3 shows that 24% of the respondents consider the 

price of an appliance to be is very important while 26% think it is fairly important, and 27% 

say it is important. On the other hand, 12% of the respondents say that how much it costs to 

operate is very important while 31% answered that it was important and 19% indicated that it 

was fairly important. For the MECON, which are low income households, the initial price of 

an appliance  was therefore important. Similarly, how much an appliance costs to operate also 

influences the decision-making perhaps because the cost of electricity is high. It should be 

noted that because Cambodia is unable to supply enough electricity a tariff policy has been 

set by suppliers, particularly by Electricity of Cambodia, which means that the higher the 

consumption of electricity the greater the cost per kWh. In addition, although the influence is 

less compared with the price and operating costs, relatives, neighbours, or friends also affect 

the decision making of MECON households. The results show that 3% indicated relatives, 

neighbours or friends were ‘important’, 12% ‘fairly important’, and 22% ‘very important’. If 

we consider the effect of advertisements, more than 63% of the respondents think they are not 

influenced by any sort of advertisement while buying an electrical appliance. Aside from the 

factors mentioned above, what the appliance looks like, its brand, and size, are three other 

factors that influenced the decision of the MECON households when buying a new appliance. 

As shown in the table, more than 61% of households are influenced by what the appliance 

looks like, and a similar percentage  were influenced by the brand and size of the appliance. 

Moreover, how easy an appliance is to use, and how easy it is to purchase are important for 

80% and 46% of the MECON households, respectively. Lastly, impact on the environment is 

another factor that shaped the decision of about 40% of the MECON-households. 

Table 3. 3: The factors influencing the decision to buy an appliance of MECON households 

How much it costs to buy/ the price Not at all important 

Slightly important 

Important 

Fairly important 

Very important 

5.6% 

13.6% 

27.2% 

26.2% 

23.7% 

How much it costs to operate/ whether it leads to a 

reduction in my fuel bill/ how much energy it uses 

Not at all important 

Slightly important 

Important 

Fairly important 

Very important 

11.4% 

19.3% 

30.8% 

19% 

12.8% 

Recommendations of family/ friends/ neighbours Not at all important 

Slightly important 

Important 

Fairly important 

Very important 

19.5% 

22.6% 

29.9% 

14.9% 

7.9% 

My family/ friends/ neighbours have one Not at all important 

Slightly important 

Important 

Fairly important 

29.4% 

27.3% 

22.6% 

12.8% 
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Very important 3.4% 

I saw/ heard it advertised  Not at all important 

Slightly important 

Important 

Fairly important 

Very important 

31.2% 

32.6% 

18.2% 

9.8% 

4.4% 

What it looks like Not at all important 

Slightly important 

Important 

Fairly important 

Very important 

14.6% 

18.4% 

26.4% 

21.8% 

14.2% 

The brand Not at all important 

Slightly important 

Important 

Fairly important 

Very important 

17.4% 

15.5% 

31.4% 

21.4% 

9.6% 

Size Not at all important 

Slightly important 

Important 

Fairly important 

Very important 

15.4% 

20.6% 

30.3% 

22.9% 

6.3% 

How easy it is to use Not at all important 

Slightly important 

Important 

Fairly important 

Very important 

4.7% 

10.4% 

33% 

29% 

18.2% 

Impacts on the environment Not at all important 

Slightly important 

Important 

Fairly important 

Very important 

22.6% 

26.7% 

20.5% 

13% 

7.3% 

How easy it is to purchase, including distance 

travelled to buy the appliance 

Not at all important 

Slightly important 

Important 

Fairly important 

Very important 

19.5% 

19.5% 

29.3% 

12.4% 

5.1% 
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4 Analysis and discussion 

 The study focuses on the household energy consumption and efficiency in addition to 

background information on new modern energy consumers (MECON) in Cambodia. It shows 

that MECON households gain electricity access mainly via the national grid and community-

based systems. In general, the national grid is managed by Électricité du Cambodge (EDC), 

which became autonomous since 1996 and which is responsible for supplying electricity to 

consumers in Cambodia. Both those who have direct access to the national grid and those 

who use the community-based systems are under the direct and indirect management of EDC. 

EDC has an electricity tariff policy, which increases the price per kWh for greater usage of 

electricity by the same household per month. This restricts the way electricity is used, 

however it seems to lead to positive behaviours amongst the MECON households by 

encouraging savings in electric energy and to find a way to increase the effectiveness of 

electric energy usage. 

 The results show that between 61% and 69% of MECON households use LPG, 

charcoal, and biomass for cooking. This clearly confirms that dependency on these sources of 

energy amongst new modern energy consumers is still fairly high, in addition to the use of 

electricity. Although Cambodia is recognized as a biomass-rich country (New Energy 

Foundation, 2007), our results show that the popularity of traditional biomass stoves amongst 

MECON households, especially in rural areas, means the use of biomass is not yet very 

efficient.  

 The results have shown that LPG stoves and rice cookers are the most popular 

cooking appliances amongst MECON households. Amongst these two categories of cooking 

appliances, about 70% of households that use them are from urban areas. The fact that LPG 

stove is more popular in urban areas than in rural areas is likely because LPG is more 

accessible in urban areas. However, one of the main reasons that rice cooker is less popular in 

rural areas seems to be due to the fact that biomass sources such as firewood, rice rusks, and 

others are easy to access in rural areas. It can also be seen that, in addition to LPG stoves and 

rice cookers, biomass stove is a commonly used cooking appliance in both rural and urban 

areas. In other words, although electricity is accessible, biomass is still an important source of 

energy for  MECON households. The development or transfer or efficient biomass stove 

technology therefore remains important to this country. 

 The results also show that box TVs, which cost less than flat screen TVs, are used by 

most of the MECON households.  Urban households, in particular, consider TVs to be a 

must-have entertainment appliance for their lifestyles. If we look at TV technologies 

currently available in the local market, flat screen TV is normally a high-tech luxurious TV 

that consume less energy compared with simple CRT box TV. However, the price of this 

luxurious TV is higher, which means it is difficult for Cambodian MECON to afford this 

technology. It is clear that, with the current tariff electricity policy set by the EDC, the cost of 
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electricity consumption to MECON households is greater than for richer people who are able 

to afford more energy efficient technologies, such as flat screen TVs. 

 The results also show the number of surveyed households who use different lighting 

appliances. Lighting appliance is another must-have appliance for households. In remote 

areas of Cambodia where electricity is not available people use mainly candles and kerosene 

lamps for lighting.  Batteries are also used as a source of lighting in areas where access to the 

grid is limited. This study shows that amongst MECON households, fluorescent lamps are the 

most popular lighting appliance that are used in almost every household. Aside from 

fluorescent lamps, incandescent and compact incandescent are two other lamp types that are 

commonly found in the MECON households. These three types of lighting appliances are 

widely known to be less energy efficient compared with the LED lamp. However, very few 

(5%) MECON households used LED lamps. There are two possible reasons for this; firstly, 

that LED lamps are not widely available in Cambodia, while the other types of lighting are 

sold everywhere. Secondly, LEDs have only recently been introduced; while LEDs are more 

high-tech and more efficient, the high price of these lamps will likely be a barrier to these low 

income consumers.  

 With regard to energy efficiency, the results indicates that a minority (11%) of 

Cambodian MECON households had some knowledge of energy efficiency, while the 

majority did not. This indicates a lack of awareness which requires immediate attention from 

energy efficiency policy makers, promoters, and other stakeholders.    

 Finally, the most important factors influencing the decision making of MECON 

households in buying new appliances were the initial price of the appliance and the 

operational costs. This is understandable given the low-incomes of MECON households and 

the relatively high price of electricity in Cambodia. However, the promotion of energy 

efficiency amongst MECON households is even more important and requires immediate 

action.  Energy efficiency can contribute not only to energy security, but also to economic 

and social development and the protection of the natural environment, in the following ways: 

 Energy security: if energy is used more efficiently, more Cambodian households and 

other sectors can have the chance to access to electricity in a context where many lack 

electricity. 

 Social impacts: energy efficiency can improve the living and working conditions of 

workers, students, and other family members in MECON households by having 

access to more reliable and affordable energy services for lighting, cooking facilities, 

cooling and ventilation. 

 Protection of the natural environment: the use of more efficient cooking technologies 

by rural MECON households can have an impact by reducing the amount of firewood 

and other biomass resources. This results in protecting natural environmental 

conditions in rural areas. 

 Economic impact: Once MECON households spend less on energy, some funds may 

be freed up for other purposes. 
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5 Conclusions 

 This report has presented the results of a survey of MECON households in terms of 

household characteristics, source of electricity, different sources of energy aside from 

electricity, aspiration of MECON households in terms of what appliance to have within the 

next five years, what energy is currently used for, what kinds of cooking, lighting, and other 

appliances are common, and the knowledge of the households on energy efficiency. In 

addition, factors that influenced the decision of MECON households were also shown. The 

results show that it is common to have access to the national grid and/ or community grids. 

Moreover, aside from electricity, MECON households also use LPG, charcoal, and different 

biomass sources such as rice-husk and fuel-wood. In terms of energy aspirations, the majority 

of MECON households would like to have a refrigerator and washing machine, while only 

small percentage would like other appliances. Furthermore, it was found that inefficient 

appliances for lighting such as fluorescent lamps and incandescent lamps are commonly used, 

but knowledge about the relative energy efficiency of these lighting sources is limited among 

the MECON. Finally, many factors are important for MECON households when buying a 

new electrical appliance. Among those factors, the households are generally influenced more 

by price, what the appliance look like, its brand, and size rather than impact on the 

environment once the appliance is used. In conclusion, attention from the government is 

required to promote awareness of energy efficiency and to establish a strong policy that will 

contribute to energy efficiency and security, environmental benefits, as well as to Cambodia’s 

economic development. The results of this survey can be used to establish an evidence base 

on which to build an energy efficiency policy for local practice. Together with the results 

from other tasks in the MECON project, this survey will also help to develop a regional 

policy to address the shortage of energy, as well as to contribute to economic development, 

and the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the GMS countries. 
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Appendix A: Khmer version of the designed questionnaire 

 

 

សាកលវទិ្យាលយ័ភមូនិ្ទកសិកមម 

លលខសម្គា ល់ការសម្គា សៈ ………………………………………………………..….. 

អត្តសញ្ញា ណបទ្យសម្គា សៈ ……………………………………………………………. 

កាលបរិលឆេទ្យៈថ្ងៃទ្យ…ី……………ខខ........................................ឆ្ន ាំ២០១៤ 

ឃ ាំ/សង្កា ត្់ ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

ជម្រម្គបសួរ! ខ្ញាំបាទ្យ/នាងខ្ញាំល ម្ ោះ (ល ម្ ោះរបស់អនកសម្គា ស)។ ខ្ញាំបាទ្យ/នាងខ្ញាំកាំព ងម្របមូលទ្យិន្នន្័យតាមរយៈការសទង់មតិ្មួយសម្រម្គប់សាកលវិទ្យាល័យភូមិន្ទកសិកមម។ លោលបាំណងថ្ន្ការសិកាលន្ោះ 
ល ើមបីឆង់ ឹងអាំពីការលម្របើម្របាសអ់គ្ាិសន្ីលៅតាមផ្ទោះ ន្ិងការលាំបាកខ លអនកលម្របើម្របាសអ់គ្ាិសន្ជីួបម្របទ្យោះលពលលម្របើម្របាសឧ់បករណ៍អគ្ាិសន្ងីមី ន្ិងស ីលភលើងត្ិឆ។ ការសទងម់តិ្លន្ោះកាំព ងម្រត្ូវបាន្ល្វើលៅម្របាាំម្របលទ្យស
លៅកនញងត្ាំបន្ជ់ ាំវិញទ្យលន្លលមគ្ងា រួមទាំងម្របលទ្យសកមពញជាផ្ងខ រ។ 

តាមការគ្ិត្ទ្យ កជាម ន្ ការសាកសួរលន្ោះន្ឹងលម្របើរយៈលពលម្របខែល២៥នាទ្យី។ រាល់ពត៌្ម្គន្ទាំងអស់ខ លលោកអនកផ្តល់លោយន្ឹងម្រត្ូវរកាជាការសម្គៃ ត្់។ អត្តសញ្ញា ណរបស់លោកអនកផ្ទទ ល់ ន្ិងម្រគ្ួសារន្ឹង
មិន្ម្រត្ូវបាន្យកលៅដាក់លៅកនញងលទ្យធផ្លថ្ន្ការម្រសាវម្រជាវល ើយ។ មា៉ា ងលទ្យៀត្ ម្របសិន្លបើម្គន្សាំណួរណាខ លលោកអនកមិន្លពញឆិត្តល្លើយ ឬល្លើយលែើយខត្មិន្ឆង់លោយម្គន្ការយកលៅលម្របើម្របាសវ់ិញ 
លោកអនកោឆរកាសិទ្យធ កវាវិញបាន្។ ជាឆ ងបញ្ចប់ ម្របសិន្លបើលោកអនកមិន្យល់ម្រត្ង់ណាសូមលមតាត ម្គន្ម្របសាសន្៍។ 

សូមអរគ្ ណទ្យ កជាម ន្សម្រម្គបក់ារឆូលរួមរបសល់ោកអនក! 

 

 

ខផ្នក A. ពត្ម៌្គន្អាំពមី្រគ្សួារ 

អនកសម្គា សៈ ល ើមបីចាប់លផ្តើម ខ្ញាំសូមសាកសួរពត៌្ម្គន្អាំពីអនក ន្ិងម្រគ្ួសារ 
ជាបឋម លត្ើអនកល ម្ ោះអវី? 

A01 លភទ្យ   ម្របញស 

 ម្រស ី

A02 លត្ើអនកោយ ប៉ា នាម ន្?  18 – 29 

 30 – 39 

 40 – 49 

 50 – 59 

 60+ 
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 ោម ន្ឆលមលើយ 

A03 លត្ើអនកជាលមម្រគ្ួសារឬ?    បាទ្យ         រំលង A04 

 លទ្យ               
A04 ម្របសិន្លបើមិន្ខមន្ លត្ើទ្យាំនាក់ទ្យាំន្ងរបស់អនកជាមួយលមម្រគ្ួសារគឺ្ជាអវី? 

 បតី/ ម្របពន្ធ 
 កូន្ម្របញស/ កូន្ម្រសី 

 ឪព ក/ ម្គត យ 

 លផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមលមតាត បញ្ញា ក់) ___________ 

A05  លត្ើការង្ករសាំខាន្ប់ាំផ្ ត្របសល់មម្រគ្ួសារគ្ឺអវី?  កសិកមម  

 សាំណង់ 

 ការលក ់ូរបន្តិឆបន្តួឆតាម ងផ្លូវ 
 ការង្កររ ឋ ម្រគ្ូបលម្រងៀន្ ឬម ខង្កររ ឋលផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ 
 ម្របកបការង្ករផ្ទទ លខ់លួន្ 
 ព ាំម្គន្ការង្ករល្វើលទ្យ 
 ឆូលន្ិវត្តន្ ៍
 លផ្េងពីខាងលលើ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់) _________ 

A06 លត្ើលមម្រគ្ួសាររកម្របាក់ឆាំណូលសាំខាន្ជ់ាងលគ្បាន្លរៀន្ម្រត្ឹមកម្រមិត្ណា?  ព ាំបាន្លរៀន្សូម្រត្  

 បឋមសិកា 
 ម្យមសិកា  

 សាកលវិទ្យាល័យ 

 ព ាំម្គន្ឆលមលើយ 

A07 លត្ើសម្គជិកម្រគ្ួសារណាមួយខ លជាអនកម្គន្ការសលម្រមឆឆិត្តកនញងការលម្របើម្របាស់
អគ្ាិសន្ី? 

 រូបខ្ញាំផ្ទទ ល់ 
 បតី /ម្របពន្ធរបស់ខ្ញាំ 
 កូន្ម្របញស/ម្រសី របស់ខ្ញាំ 
 លដាយរួមសលម្រមឆជាមួយអនក ថ្ទ្យ 
 អនកលផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់) __________ 

A08 លត្ើសម្គជិកម្រគ្ួសារណាមួយខ លជាអនកម្គន្ការសលម្រមឆឆិត្តកនញងការលម្របើម្របាស់
ឥន្ធន្ៈលផ្េងលទ្យៀត្  ូឆជាសម្រម្គប់ឆាំអិន្ជាល ើម? 

 រូបខ្ញាំផ្ទទ ល់ 
 បតី /ម្របពន្ធ របស់ខ្ញាំ 
 កូន្ម្របញស/ម្រសី របស់ខ្ញាំ 
 លដាយរួមសលម្រមឆជាមួយអនក ថ្ទ្យ 
 អនកលផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់) __________ 

A09 លត្ើអនកម្គន្សម្គជិកម្រគ្ួសារប៉ា នាម ន្នាក់?  

A10 លត្ើអនកោយ លម្រកាម១៦ ឆ្ន ាំម្គន្ប៉ា នាម ន្នាក់?  
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A11 លត្ើអនកខ លម្គន្ម្របាក់ឆាំណូលម្គន្ប៉ា នាម ន្នាក់?  

A12 សូមគ្ិត្សម្រម្គប់ខខ្មមតា លត្ើម្រគ្ួសារអនករកឆាំណូលបាន្ប៉ា នាម ន្ជាម្យម? 

[លដាយគ្ិត្រមួទាំងឆាំណូលផ្លូវការ ន្ិងមិន្ផ្លូវការ] 

 <60 USD 

 60 – 120 USD 

 121 – 180 USD 

 181 – 240 USD 

 241 – 300 USD 

 >300 USD 

 ព ាំម្គន្ឆលមលើយ 

A13 លត្ើអនកជួលផ្ទោះលគ្ ឬជាផ្ទោះរបសខ់លួន្ឯង?  របសខ់លួន្ឯង  

 ជួលលគ្  
 ផ្តលល់ោយសាន ក់លៅលដាយឥត្គ្ិត្ថ្ងលលដាយអនកណាម្គន ក ់

 អនកលផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់) __________ 

A14 លត្ើអនកម្គន្បលងាើត្សកមមភាពជួញ ូរតាមរយៈម្រទ្យពយសមបត្តខិ លម្គន្ឬលទ្យ?  ម្គន្ 
 ោម ន្លទ្យ 

A15 លដាយរាប់ទាំងបន្ទបទ់្យឹក លត្ើម្រគ្ួសារអនកម្គន្បន្ទប់ប៉ា នាម ន្?  

ខផ្នក B. ទ្យនិ្នន្យ័ថាមពលម្រគ្ោឹះ 

អនកសម្គា សៈ ឥ ូវលន្ោះ ខ្ញាំបាទ្យ/នាងខ្ញាំឆង់សាកសួរបខន្ែមអាំពីការលម្របើម្របាសអ់គ្ាិសន្ីលៅកនញងម្រគ្សួារវិញ… 

B01 លត្ើម្រគ្សួារអនកម្គន្អគ្ាិសន្ីលម្របើម្របាសឬ់លទ្យ?   ម្គន្                        B02 

 ោម ន្                               រំលងលៅ B10 

B02 ម្របសិន្លបើម្គន្ លត្ើអនកលម្របើម្របាសម់្របលភទ្យណាមួយ?  អគ្ាិសន្ីរបស់រ ឋ                 រំលងលៅ B04 

 អគ្ាិសន្ីរបស់ឯកជន្កនញងសែគ្មន្៍ រំលងលៅ B04 

 បណាត ញផ្ទទ លខ់លួន្              B03 

 បណាត ញមិន្ផ្លូវការ          រំលងលៅ B04 

 លផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់) ______________ 

 ខ្ញាំមិន្ ឹងឆាស់លទ្យ 

B03 លបើជាបណាត ញផ្ទទ លខ់លួន្ សូមលម្រជើសលរើសម្របលភទ្យ៖  បន្ទោះសូឡាជាលកខណៈម្រគ្ួសារ 

 ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្អគ្ាិសន្ីលម្របើលម្របង ឬម្គ៉ា សូត្ 

 លផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់) ______________ 

B04 លត្ើអនកម្គន្អគ្ាិសន្ីលម្របើម្របាស់ប៉ា នាម ន្ឆ្ន ាំលែើយ?  ត្ិឆជាង១ឆ្ន ាំ 

 លម្រឆើន្ជាង១ឆ្ន ាំ 

 លផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់) ______________ 
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B05 អនកឆាំណាយអស់ប៉ា នាម ន្លៅខខម ន្លន្ោះ?  

B06 លត្ើអនកបងថ់្ងលអគ្ាិសន្យី៉ា ង ូឆលមត៉ាឆ?  បង់ថ្ងលជាម ន្ 

 បង់ថ្ងលបនាទ បពី់លម្របើម្របាសរ់ួឆ (លៅឆ ងខខ) 

 លផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់)   _____________ 

 មិន្ ឹង 

B07 លត្ើអនកម្គន្អគ្ាិសន្ីតាមខ លម្រត្ូវការឬលទ្យ?   

មិន្ខ លលទ្យ □  □ □  □ □  ជាន្ិឆច   

B08 អនកម្គន្អគ្ាិសន្ីជាម្យមប៉ា នាម ន្លម្គ៉ា ងលរៀងរាល់ថ្ងៃ?  < 1 លម្គ៉ា ងកនញង១ថ្ងៃ 

 1 – 6 លម្គ៉ា ងកនញង១ថ្ងៃ 

 6 – 12 លម្គ៉ា ងកនញង១ថ្ងៃ 

 >  12 លម្គ៉ា ងកនញង១ថ្ងៃ 

 មិន្ម្គន្ឆលមលើយ 

B09 តាមការយល់លឃើញរបស់អនក លត្ើថ្ងលអគ្ាិសន្ីខ លអនកម្រត្ូវបង់លរៀងរាល់ខខសម
ន្ឹងឆាំណូលរបសអ់នកខ រឬលទ្យ?  

 

មិន្ទល់ខត្លសាោះ   ោឆទ្យទួ្យលយក  សឹងខត្ោឆទ្យទួ្យល  ទ្យទួ្យលយកបាន្    ទ្យទួ្យលយកបាន្             បាន្តិ្ឆតួ្ឆ          យកបាន្                ១០០% 

 

 

 

     □          □        □     □      

អនកសម្គា សៈ ជាបន្ត ខ្ញាំបាទ្យ/នាងខ្ញាំឆង់សាកសួរអាំពីម្របលភទ្យឥន្ធន្ៈលផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ខ លអនកលម្របើម្របាស…់. 

ម្របលភទ្យលផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ថ្ន្ម្របភពឥន្ធន្ៈ….. 
លបើម្គន្ លត្ើជាម្យម ១ខខអស ់
ប៉ា នាម ន្ 

លបើម្គន្ លត្ើជាម្យម ១ខខអស់ បរិម្គណ
ប៉ា នាម ន្ (បញ្ញា ក់ខាន ត្) 

B10 លត្ើផ្ទោះរបស់អនកលម្របើម្របាស់ ហ្គា សឬលទ្យ? 
 ម្គន្ 

 ោម ន្លទ្យ 
 

 

 

 

B11 លត្ើផ្ទោះរបស់អនកលម្របើម្របាស់ លម្របងកាត្ឬលទ្យ?  ម្គន្ 

 ោម ន្លទ្យ 
 

 

 

 

B12 លត្ើផ្ទោះរបស់អនកលម្របើម្របាស់្ យូងឬលទ្យ?  ម្គន្ 

 ោម ន្លទ្យ 
 

 

 

 

B13 
លត្ើផ្ទោះរបស់អនកលម្របើម្របាសជ់ីវៈម្គ៉ា សឬលទ្យ (អ ស អង្កា ម ឬលផ្េងលទ្យៀត្)? 

 ម្គន្           លៅកាន្់ B14 

 ោម ន្លទ្យ         រំលងលៅ B16 

B14 លបើម្គន្ លត្ើម្របលភទ្យថ្ន្ជីវៈម្គ៉ា សណាខ លអនកលម្របើម្របាសក់នញងម្រគ្ួសារ? 

 

B15 លបើម្គន្ លត្ើសបាត ែ៍ម ន្លន្ោះ អនកលម្របើវាប៉ា នាម ន្ថ្ងៃ? 

B16 
លត្ើផ្ទោះរបស់អនកលម្របើោគ្ យឬលទ្យ? 

 ម្គន្           B17 

 ោម ន្លទ្យ         រំលងលៅ B19 

B17 លបើម្គន្ លត្ើខខម ន្លន្ោះអនកយកវាលៅសាកម្របខែលប៉ា នាម ន្ ង?  

B18 ការយកលៅសាកលន្ោះ លត្ើជាសរ បអស់ម្របាក់ប៉ា នាម ន្ (  ោល )?  

លដាយកម្រមរ លពលខលោះ ញឹកញាប់ 
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B19 លត្ើលៅម្គន្ម្របភពថាមពលលផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ខ លព ាំបាន្លលើកមកសួរឬលទ្យ? (លបើម្គន្ 
សូមលមតាត បញ្ញា ក់) 

 

អនកសម្គា សៈ ជាបន្ត ខ្ញាំបាទ្យ/នាងខ្ញាំឆង់សាកសួរបខន្ែមថាអនកលម្របើម្របាសប់ណាត រម្របភពទាំងលន្ោះល ើមបីអវ…ី 

ឧបករណ៍ឆាំអិន្ខ លម្រគ្ួសារអនកម្គន្...? លបើម្គន្លត្ើអនកម្គន្ប៉ា នាម ន្? លត្ើវាម្គន្ឆាំណាស់ប៉ា ន្ណា? លត្ើម្របខែលប៉ា នាម ន្លម្គ៉ា ង១ថ្ងៃ 

B20 ឆម្រង្កា ន្  ត្ជីវៈម្គ៉ា សម្របលភទ្យចាស់  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B21 ឆម្រង្កា ន្  ត្ជីវៈម្គ៉ា សម្របលភទ្យឆាំលណញ
ថាមពល 

 ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B22 ឆង្ក្ង្កា ន្អគ្ាិសន្ី  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B23 ឆ្ន ាំងដាាំបាយអគ្ាិសន្ី  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B24 ឆង្ក្ង្កា ន្ហ្គា ស  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B25 ឆម្រង្កា ន្លម្របងកាត្  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B26 ឆង្ក្ង្កា ន្ Microwave 

oven 

 ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

 

ឧបករណ៍បាំភលឺខ លម្រគ្ួសារអនកម្គន្...? លបើម្គន្លត្ើអនកម្គន្ប៉ា នាម ន្? លត្ើវាម្គន្ឆាំណាស់ប៉ា ន្ណា? លត្ើលម្របើម្របខែលប៉ា នាម ន្លម្គ៉ា ង១ថ្ងៃ 

B27 លទ្យៀន្  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B28 ពិល  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B29 ឆលងាៀងលម្របងកាត្  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B30 អាំពូលបាំភលឺម្របលភទ្យ 
Incandescent 

 ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B31 អាំពូលភលញយអ័រ (អាំពូលខម៉ាម្រត្)  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B32 អាំពូលបាំភលឺម្របលភទ្យCompact  ម្គន្    
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 លទ្យ 

B33 អាំពូល LED  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B34 លផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់ 

 

 

 ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

 
លត្ើម្រគ្ួសារអនកម្គន្ឧបករណ៍ខាងលម្រកាមលន្ោះឬលទ្យ? លបើម្គន្ លត្ើម្គន្ប៉ា នាម ន្? លត្ើវាម្គន្ឆាំណាស់ប៉ា ន្ណា? លត្ើលម្របើម្របខែលប៉ា នាម ន្លម្គ៉ា ង១ថ្ងៃ 

B35 ទ្យូរទ្យសេន្ម៍្រជញង  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B36 ទ្យូរទ្យសេន្ល៍សតើង (Plasma, 

LCD, LED) 

 ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B37 ទ្យូរសពទ ័  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B38 ទ្យូរទ្យឹកកក  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B39 វិទ្យយញ  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B40 ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្ចាក់ VCD/DVD  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B41 ក ាំពយូទ្យ័រ  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B42 កង្កា រអគ្ាិសន្ ី  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B43 ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្ម្រត្ជាក ់  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B44 ឆ្ន ាំដាាំទ្យឹកអគ្ាិសន្ី  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B45 ឆ្ន ាំងអ  ត្អគ្ាិសន្ី  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B46 ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្កាំលៅអគ្ាិសន្ីលម្របើកលតត ទ្យឹក  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
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B47 ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្កាំលៅលម្របើថាមពលម្រពោះោទ្យិត្យ  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B48 ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្លបាកលខាោវ  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B49 ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្ប ូមទ្យឹកអគ្ាិសន្ី  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B50 ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្សាំោត្្ូលី  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B51 ម្របព័ន្ធ Hi Fi/ម្របព័ន្ធសលមលង  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B52 ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្កលតត អគ្ាិសន្ី  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 
   

B53 លផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់) 

 

   

 

អនកសម្គា សៈ សូមអរគ្ ណ! ជាបន្ត សូមគ្ិត្អាំពីមល្ាបាយល្វើ ាំលណើរ…. 

B54 លត្ើម្គន្អនកណាលម្របើម៉ាូតូ្សម្រម្គប់ជិោះឬលទ្យ?  ម្គន្ 

 លទ្យ 

B55 លបើម្គន្ លត្ើម្គន្ជារលបៀបយ៉ា ង ូឆលមត៉ាឆ?  ម្គន្មួយ ឬលម្រឆើន្ 

 ជួលលគ្ មួយឬលម្រឆើន្ 

 ខចីលគ្លពលម្រត្ូវការលម្របើ 

 លផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់) 

អនកសម្គា សៈ ឥ ូវ សូមគ្តិ្ ល់ថ្ងៃអនាគ្ត្! 

B56 លៅម្របាាំឆ្ន ាំខាងម ខ លត្ើអនកឆង់បាន្អវខីលោះជាងលគ្? ឆូរ
លម្រជើសលរើសឆាំនួ្ន្បីគ្ត់្លដាយដាក់លលខលាំដាប ់១ ២ ឬ
៣ តាមលាំដាបស់ាំខាន្ជ់ាងលគ្ រែូត្ ល់មិន្សូវ
សាំខាន្ ់

 

[សូមលម្រជើសលរើសខត្បីគ្ត់្] 

                                             ជលម្រមើស       ទ្យ១ី      ទ្យ២ី     ទ្យ៣ី 

 

ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្ប ូមទ្យឹកអគ្ាិសន្ ី
   

ទ្យូរទ្យឹកកក 
   

ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្កលតត លម្របើថាមពលម្រពោះោទ្យិត្យ      
   

ឆ្ន ាំងអគ្ាិសន្ី Microwave oven 
   

ក ាំពយូទ្យ័រ 
   

ទ្យូរទ្យសេន្ស៍ាំខប៉ាត្បាល សាម  
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ទ្យូរទ្យសេន្ស៍ាំខប៉ាត្ LCD 
   

ទ្យូរទ្យសេន្ស៍ាំខប៉ាត្ LED 
   

កង្កា រអគ្ាិសន្ ី
   

ម្រត្ជាក ់
   

ឆ្ន ាំងដាាំបាយអគ្ាិសន្ ី
   

ឆ្ន ាំងដាាំទ្យឹកអគ្ាិសន្ី 
   

ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្សាំោត្្ូល ី
   

ទ្យូរស័ពទថ្  
   

ឆ្ន ាំងអ  ត្អគ្ាិសន្ី 
   

ទ្យូរទ្យសេន្ម៍្រជញង 
   

វិទ្យយញ 
   

ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្លបាកលខាោវ 
   

ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្ចាក ់VCD/DVD    
ម្គ៉ា ស ីន្កលតត ទ្យឹកលម្របើថាមពលអគ្ាិសន្ី 

   
ម្របព័ន្ធ Hi Fi/ ម្របព័ន្ធសលមលង    
លផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់)______    
មិន្លទ្យ ខ្ញាំម្គន្ម្រគ្ប់ម្រោន្់លែើយ 

   
 
                      

ខផ្នក C. ម្របសិទ្យធិភាពថាមពល 

អនកសម្គា សៈ សូមអរគ្ ណ! ជាការបន្តលៅកាន្ខ់ផ្នកឆ ងលម្រកាយថ្ន្កម្រមងសាំណួរ ខ្ញាំបាទ្យ/នាងខ្ញាំ ឆងស់ាកសួរសាំណួរខលោះអាំពមីូលលែត្ ថ្ន្ការលម្រជើសលរើស ឬសលម្រមឆឆិត្តទ្យិញឧបករណ៍អគ្ាសិន្ី ន្ងិថាលត្ើពត្ម៌្គន្អវខី លសាំខាន្់

ខលោះកនញងការសលម្រមឆឆិត្តទ្យិញរបសអ់នកន្ូវឧបករណ៍ងមមីួយ…… 

C01 សូមគ្ិត្ ល់លពលឆ ងលម្រកាយខ លអនកបាន្ទ្យិញឧបករណ៍អគ្ាិសន្មីួយ លត្ើម្គន្មូល
លែត្ អវីខ លល្វើលោយអនកទ្យិញវា? 

 ល ើមបីទ្យទ្យួលបាន្ឧបករណ៍ងមមីួយខ លខ្ញាំមិន្ធ្លល ប់ម្គន្ 

 ល ើមបីផ្ទល ស់បតូរឧបករណខ៍ លចាស់ ឬខូឆ 

 ល ើមបីល្វើលោយវាម្របលសើរល ើង (ទ្យាំលន្ើបជាងម ន្) 
 លម្ររោះម្គន្ការបញ្ចញោះត្ថ្មល 

 លផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់) _________________ 

 ព ាំោឆអន្ វត្តបាន្ 

 មិន្ ឹង 

អនកសម្គា សៈ បន្តលទ្យៀត្ ខ្ញាំបាទ្យ/នាងខ្ញាំ ឆង ់ឹងពត្ម៌្គន្បខន្ែមថាលត្ើកតាត ខាងលម្រកាមម្គន្សារៈសាំខាន្យ់៉ា ងណាកនញងការខសវងរកពត្ម៌្គន្អាំពឧីបករណ៍អគ្ាិសន្ណីាមយួខ លអនកម្រត្ូវទ្យិញ  
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កតាត ទាំងឡាយ មិន្សាំខាន់្លសាោះ សាំខាន់្ខលោះខ រ សាំខាន់្ សាំខាន់្ខាល ាំង សាំខាន់្ខាល ាំងណាស់ ព ាំោឆអន្ វត្តបាន្ 

C02 មិត្តភ័ង្ក្កត /ម្រកញមម្រគ្ួសារ /អនកជិត្ខាង □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C03 ពត្៌ម្គន្ពអី ីន្ល្ើខណត្ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C04 ហ្គង/ អនកលក់បន្ត / អនកផ្លិត្ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C05 ការផ្ាយរណិជាកមម □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C06 អងាការ ាំបូនាម ន្អត្ិងិជន្ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C07 លផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់) 

 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 

អនកសម្គា សៈ លៅលពលអនកសលម្រមឆឆិត្តទ្យិញឧបករណ៍អគ្ាិសន្ណីាមួយ លត្ើកតាត ទាំងលន្ោះសាំខាន្យ់៉ា ងណាសម្រម្គបអ់នក?  

កតាត កនញងការសលម្រមឆឆិត្ត មិន្សាំខាន់្លសាោះ សាំខាន់្ខលោះខ រ សាំខាន់្ សាំខាន់្ខាល ាំង សាំខាន់្ខាល ាំងណាស់ មិន្ ឹង 

C08 ត្ថ្មលលពលទ្យិញ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C09 
ត្ថ្មលលពលលម្របើម្របាស/់ថាលត្ើលពលលម្របើវាន្ឹងកាត្់បន្ែយការឆាំណាយ
លលើថ្ងលលម្របើម្របាសអ់គ្ាិសន្ីលម្ររោះវាស លីភលើងត្ិឆ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C10 ការខណនាាំពីម្រកញមម្រគ្ួសារ/ មិត្តភ័ង្ក្កត/ អនកជិត្ខាង □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C11 លដាយម្រកញមម្រគ្ួសារ/ មិត្តភ័ង្ក្កត/ អនកជិត្ខាង ោត្ម់្គន្មួយខ រ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C12 លមើលលឃើញ/ សាត ប់លឺតាមការផ្ាយរណិជាកមម  □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C13 ភាពម្រសស់សាា ត្ ឬទក់ទញរបស់វា □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C14 ម្គ៉ា កយីលហ្គវា □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C15 ទ្យាំែាំ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C16 ភាពង្កយម្រសួលកនញងការលម្របើម្របាស ់ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C17 ផ្លប៉ាោះរល់លលើបរិសាែ ន្ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C18 
ភាពង្កយម្រសួលទ្យិញ លដាយគ្ិត្ទាំងឆម្គៃ យផ្លូវឆ្ល យខ លលយើងម្រត្ូវល្វើ ាំលណើរលៅ
ទ្យិញឧបករណល៍នាោះផ្ងខ រ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

C19 លផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ (សូមបញ្ញា ក់) □ □ □ □ □ □ 

 

អនកសម្គា សៈ ឥ ូវ ខ្ញាំបាទ្យ/នាងខ្ញាំ ន្ងឹបង្កា ញសាល កសញ្ញា បលឆចកលទ្យសមួយឆាំន្ួន្ [អនកសម្គា សម្រត្ូវបង្កា ញន្ូវសាល កសញ្ញា សម្គា លក់ម្រមិត្ម្របសទិ្យធិភាពថាមពល លោ់ត្]់ 
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C20 លត្ើអនកធ្លល បប់ាន្លឃើញសាល កសញ្ញា សម្គា ល់លន្ោះពីម ន្ខ រឬលទ្យ? 

 ធ្លល ប់ 

 លទ្យ 

 មិន្ ឹង 

C21 លត្ើអនក ឹងថាសាល កសញ្ញា លន្ោះសម្គា ល់អវខី រឬលទ្យ? 

  ឹង 

 មិន្ ឹង 

 មិន្ម្គន្គ្ាំនិ្ត្ 

C22 ម្របសិន្លបើ ឹង សូមអនកម្របាប់លមើលថាលត្ើអនកធ្លល បល់ឃើញលៅកខន្លងណា លែើយវាម្របាប់លយើងអាំពីអវី? 

 

 

C23 លត្ើសាល កសម្គា ល់លន្ោះជោះឥទ្យធិពល ល់ការសលម្រមឆឆិត្តទ្យិញឧបករណអ៍គ្ាិសន្ីលន្ោះឬខទ្យ? 
 បាទ្យ ឬចាស 

 មិន្ 

 មិន្ ឹង 
C24 លម្ររោះអវ?ី 

 

អនកសម្គា សៈ សាែ កសញ្ញា ទាំងលន្ោះម្រត្ូវបាន្លម្របើម្របាសល់ដាយអនកបលឆចកលទ្យសល ើមបបីង្កា ញថាឧបករណ៍អគ្ាិសន្បីលងាើន្ម្របសទិ្យធិភាពថ្ន្ការលម្របើម្របាស់អគ្ាិសន្ី ឬឥន្ធន្ៈលផ្េងលទ្យៀត្សម្រម្គបក់ារបាំភលឺ ឆាំអនិ្ កលតត  ឬម្រត្ជាក់លៅតាមផ្ទោះ
របសអ់នក។ លន្ោះម្គន្ន្័យថា អនកន្ឹងម្រត្ូវឆាំណាយត្ិឆលលើថ្ងលអគ្ាិសន្លីពលលម្របើម្របាស់លម្ររោះវាស ីលភលើងត្ិឆ។  

C25 លបើម្គន្ឧបករណ៍ណាលម្របើលៅស លីភលើងត្ិឆ លត្ើវាម្គន្ឥទ្យធិពល ល់ការសលម្រមឆឆិត្តទ្យិញរបស់អនកឬលទ្យ? 
 បាទ្យ ឬចាស 

 ោម ន្លទ្យ 

 មិន្ ឹង 

C26 
លម្ររោះអវ?ី 

 

C27 

ឧបម្គថា អនកន្ឹងទ្យិញទ្យូរទ្យឹកកកមួយ។ ពួកវាទាំងពីរ ូឆោន ទាំងអស់លលើកខលងខត្៖ 

1. ទ្យូរទ្យឺកកក A ថ្ងល១០០  ោល  

2. ទ្យូរទ្យឹកកក B ថ្ងល១៥០  ោល  

លៅពីរឆ្ន ាំលម្រកាយ ទ្យូរទ្យឹកកក B ជួយសន្េាំថ្ងលអគ្ាិសន្ីបាន្ ៦០   ោល ។ លត្ើអនកន្ឹងទ្យិញមួយណា? 

 ទូ្យរទ្យឹកកក A 

 ទ្យូរទ្យឹកកក B 

 មិន្ ឹង 

C28 
លម្ររោះអវ?ី 

 

D01. ជាឆ ងបញ្ចប់ លត្ើអនកម្គន្អវខី លលយើងព ាំបាន្លលើកល ើង លែើយអនកម្គន្ឆាំណាប់ោរមមណ៍កនញងការម្របាប ់លខ់្ញាំបាទ្យ/នាងខ្ញាំ អាំពីការលម្របើម្របាសអ់គ្ាិសន្ី ន្ិងឥន្ធន្ៈម្របលភទ្យលផ្េងលទ្យៀត្ឬលទ្យ? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

សូមអរគ្ ណសម្រម្គប់ការឆាំណាយលពលល ើមបីបាំលពញកម្រមងសាំណួរលន្ោះ! 

 


